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An introduction to science for young children. It includes simple, safe projects which use

easily-obtainable household equipment. There are photographs and illustrations designed to appeal

to readers and pre-readers, along with links to Web sites containing additional information.
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I did not like this book and liked it at the same time. The reasons why i liked it are for the beautiful

detailed pictures and small little tidbits on each subject. However i did not like this book because it is

not at all like i expected it to be. It says "encyclopedia of science." When something says

encyclopedia, you expect it to be like one. It however is simply It has 58 topics with a small amount

of information on each. Ya okay its great for a kid but i intended to use it as an encyclopedia for a

child, not a "fun" book. Great book just misleading.

The Usborne internet linked First Encyclopedia of science is a great book. I am actually basing my

first grade homeschool curriculum around it. It has more subject areas than the typical first grade

science textbook but they are all written about in a way thatâ€™s easy to understand for kids. The

pictures grab kids attention and keep them focused and interested in the subjects. The best part



about this is that it is internet linked. What that means is that ifyou are really interested in a subject

in the book and you want to learn more than what is provided, you can go to the internet links and

learn more for free. My daughter was so excited when I got this book in the mail. We have only

covered a few topics in it so far but I have read the whole thing and I really think that this is a great

first science book for kids. It is not boring and does not seem like a typical blah blah blah textbook,

instead it is full of fun facts and colorful and educational pictures. This is a must have for any

childâ€™s library. Actually so are all the Usborne books in my opinion. I am definitely collecting

them.

Great resource for my 4th grader! Bright pics and good explanations for him. I love, love, love

Usborne books and this one rounds out our Usborne science book collection nicely! It has two more

kids to go through and I hope they love it as much as my 4th grader!

Wonderful science book/Encyclopedia for 2nd graders. Informative. Pictures and colors are so

wonderful my kid is amazed when he sees the pictures. Love the Links to webpages features.

Very cool! My little guy LOVES it & we're planning on using it with our science curriculum for

homestudy
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